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ABSTRACT
Social Workers and Dying Prisoners

A Hermeneutic Research
Theodore R. Page

May 2000

This hermeneutic qualitative study sought to discover the effectiveness of social

work practice with dyrng male prisoners. An in depth interview was conducted of two
male social workers who have worked with dying male prisoners. Hermeneutics is an
interpretative approach to understanding the world around us through the narratives of the
participant, in this study the social worker's narrative. This study attempted to catch a
glimpse into the world of social workers as they practice their craft with dying prisoners.
One social worker went into the prison to serve the dying prisoner, the other social

worker helped early released dying prisoners. Both social workers experienced their role

of social worker as advocate to the dying prisoner. Implications for social work practice
and policy is discussed in this study. Some of the implications found in this study is

encouraging social workers to use hermeneutics as a research tool, becoming familiar with
resources for dyrng prisoners and the issues for families of dying prisoners.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces you to the background of the problem, gives a statement

of the problem, discusses the purpose and significance of the research study, and stating
the research question and the researcher's voice and background in the problern.

Background of the Problem

In

1991, Florence Wald, an American nurse who founded the American hospice

movement, called upon all hospices in the United States to help correctional facilities set

up service for the incarcerated terminally ill person (Maull, 1998). In the fall of 1998,

I

had the opportunity to hear Mrs. Wald speak about the next challenges facing hospice

progritms. She asked the audience to take on the complex problems of providing hospice
care to two disenfranchised groups of American$: the imprisoned and the homeless. As a
social work student, the challenge was inspiring.

I realized that I needed to familiarize

myself with these groups, because, as an intern hospice social worker, I might be asked to
serve the dying homeless and dyrng prisoner. This thesis relies on the stories of

two social

workers who have worked with dying prisoners.
The first American hospice was started by Florence Wald in 1974, in Connecticut.
The American hospice movement was inspired by Dame Cecily Saunders, who met with
Florence Wald. Hospice care is a multi-disciplinary approach to end-of-life care. The

I

hospice team includes nurses, physicians, social workers, home health aides, chaplains,
massage therapists, speech therapists, music therapists, and volunteers (Corliss

& Foster,

leee).
The United States hospice movement has a broad interest in the experience

of

dying. The origins of the movement were consumer driven, letting the patients and
families take control certain aspects of end of

life.

The United States hospice is a

predominantly home-based delivery system of care. In 1983, when Medicare part A began

to reimburse hospices at 100%, accessibility increased for many Americans (Connor,
l eee).

Hospice services will always travel to where the dying client is housed. The idea

that hospice is a philosophy of care, not a physical place, open$ nsw avenues of service,
possibly in institutions that serve a vulnerable population. In this researctr, the interviews

with social workers might contribute literature to social work practice in a correctional
setting.
One of the fastest-growing aging populations in America is the prison inmate

(Aday, 1994;Berkman, 1995; Cowles & Sabath, 1996; Dubler, 1998; Dugger, 1992;
Sherwin, 1994). The increased number of aging inmates is a new phenomena, and it is
estimated that in the first decade of 2000, the number of prisoners over 50 years of age

will reach over 125,000. The number of prisoners over 65 for that same period of time is
estimated to be over 35,000 (Cohn, 1999). Longer sentences, sentences without parole,
and older Americans who are committing crimes have contributed to the aging in prisons

(Aday, 1994; Coughlin,l99l; Griffin & Rohrer,1994; Thorbunr, 1995). In 1997, 1.4
million per$ons were incarserated in the United States (Dubler, 1998). That figure
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represents incarceration on all levels in county, state and federal prisons, The United
States holds the dubious honor of having the largest incarcerated population in the

Western hemisphere (Berkmffi, 1995)" This thesis looks at how the inmate's health and

end-of-life issues are addressed in the prison environment. Healthcare is a concern for all
Americans. How does this concern reach into the aging prison population?
Social workers who work in the correctional setting are in a unique situation.
Severson (1994) tells any social worker interested in the field of corrections:
challenge

'the ethical

to social workers is to distinguish between the legitimate needs and objectives of

the host and those that are inimical to the needs of the inmates" (p. 452). Not all
correctional facilities employ social workers, some use social workers from the outside
community. In the literature reviewed, it is the social workers in hospices, hospitals and in
correctional facilities who are implementing hospice services.

For social workers looking into a crresr in the correctional setting, there are a few
things Severson (1994) suggests you review. "Social workers must examine their own
willingness to work as advocates of inmates regardless, or in spite, of those clients'
crimes. AIso, the social worker must advocate for the institution by assisting with policy
and procedure decisions, helping the institution move in positive and progressive

directions" (p.452). When setting up a hospice inside a prison, the social worker should
address the concerns of both inmates and correctional staff. One function

ofthe social

worker in corrections is to be a link between incarcerated indMduals and their
community ties. It is here that the social worker plays a critical role in the life of the
incarserated individual (Ivanhofl Finnegan,

&
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Smyth, 1993).

Statement of the Problem

This research project delved into the practice of social workers who have worked

with dyrng prisoners. Hermeneutics is a style of investigation which, through interviews
with the subjects (here, social workers), listens to their stories to identifu common themes
@enner, 1994; Jones, 1990). This research seeks to open avenues in correctional facilities

in order to aid personnel and social workers in hospice and hospitals to provide the best
care possible to the dying prisoner.

Purpose and Significance of the Research Study
Hermeneutics provided a rich environment for understandirg the complexities of a
dying prisoner. It is hoped that this research will inform social workers about the
environment in correctional facilities. In the last seven years, hospice organizations around
the United States have been consulted by correctional facilities to help provide end of life
care.

At the time of this research, 25 prisons have some form of end of life care. As more

hospices in the United States are being called upon to provide services in prisons, social

workers will become further involved in the issues of dying prisoners. Social workers are
an integral part of every hospice team, who anticipate the needs of the terminally

ill

(Rusnack, Schaefer & Moxley, 1990)
This study helps fill a gap in the literature of social work practice with dying
prisoners. As more hospices are called upon to provide services to the dying inmate, this
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study helps the social worker team member enter into the situation with some general
knowledge of correctional systems.
The Research Question

The research question for this study is twofold. First, what coiltmon ground can
social work practice and the correctional system find to help the dying prisoner? Secondly,

what was it like to practice social work with a dyms prisoner?

The Researcher's Voice and Background
Knowledge in a hermeneutics study is produced, not discovered (Allen, 1995). The
voice in the research is in first person singular. The author, myself, is identified for the
purpose of sharing my biases and the eyes through which I view the world. I am a white
graduate student working as a social work assistant in a St. Paul hospital. My job involves

working with hospice clients. I hope to pursue a career in hospice social work. I am very
familiar with death and dying, ffid the issues that surround clients and their families in
hospice. The idea of going into a prison setting or working with prisoners makes me a bit

uncomfortable, and through this research I hope to become more comfonable around
prisons and prisoners.

Little did I know in 1998 that only one yeff later I would be hired by a hospital
who had become the hospice contractor for a maximum security prison. The words

of

Florence Wald in the fall of 1998 would guide me on a career path that would intersect

with the path of a dying prisoner. As of this writing, I have not stepped into a prison nor
been trained in the delivery

of service to a dying prisoner. This study has provided me

valuable material to prepare myself for viewing social work practice with prisoners.
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Accurately presenting the voice of the participant is a centerpiece to hermeneutics
(Benner, 1994). Hermeneutic design will be discussed further in the methodology chapter

of this research. In this process of hermeneutics, I found myself limited by an emotional
response to the subject, yet

it is this very response that has provided insight into my

interpretations. The emotional response I have to the text connects me to the passion
being human: the text is not sterile but a living document (Jones, 1990). The stories
heard and interpreted helped initiate me into a community of traditions, codes

of

I

of

understanding, and deeper relationships with colleagues.

Summary

This chapter has looked at the problem of the dying prisoner, stated the research
questions, provided a voice and background of the researcher, and established the

significance of this study. In Chapter Two, a review of the literature is presented, and in
Chapter Three, the methodology of this study is formulated. Chapter Four holds a
theoretical and conceptual framework discussion, and Chapter Five reports the findings
the in-depth intenriews, with implications for social work practice and further research.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview
Chapter Two examines the current literature, dividing it into the three sections ofl
Death and Dying in Prisons Today, Dyrng Prisoners and Their Families, ffid Social Work
Practice in the Correctional Facility. An additional section identifies gaps in the literature.

Death and Dying in Prisons
The rate of deaths while in American prisons has gf,owrr substantially in the last

twentyyears. Between 1983 and 1993 inmate deaths in state prisons climbed from 273 to
2,431 (Maull, 1998). Part of the large

ju*p

was due to deaths caused by AIDS, currently

theleadingcauseof deathforbothmaleandfemaleinmates(Dubler, 1998). By 1994,
2,888 males and 123 females died in prison, ffid of those deaths, 888 males and 35 females
died of AIDS (Aday, 1994).

Dying in prison is much more of a reality to prisoners today than it was 15 years
ago. Longer prison sentences, mandatory life sentences, Iife without parole and the 'three

strikes" laws have increased prison populations to maximum capacity (Arr/anites, 1998;

Dubler, 1998; Griffin & Rohrer, 1994; Hairstoq 1991). The largest increase in inmate
populations in the United States has been due the to rise in the incarceration of women.

From 1983 to t992, female offenders in prison grew from 15,330 to 39,834 (Osborne,
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1995). By 1996, the number of women swelledto74,370, an increase of 256Yo since 1982
(McQuaide & Ehrenreich 1998)"
Healthcare in prisons has not kept up with the demands of the burgeoning
populations. Inmates state they feel they are in the grips of "quacks" when they see
correctional physicians (Neithercutt

& Zajac,l995).

Clearly, some of the main issues of

the prison riots of the 1970s were healthcare issues. Many lawsuits filed by inmates
specifically deal with the lack of medical care (Dubler, 1998). Because of these actions,
younger inmates receive a physical check up every other yeffi, and older inmates receive a
physical check up every year (Aday, 1994). Before these reforms, the "sick call"

(Berkma4 1994; Smyer & Gragefi., 1997) was the rnain healthcare policy in American
prisons: if you were siclq call somebody for help. There are many women's prisons today

that still use the sick call method of healthcare (Aday, L994).
In a study to explore access to healthcare in prisons, Belknap (1996), discovered
that most lawsuits in women's prisons focused on healthcare. In a study of incarcerated
women and healthcare in California, Ross and Lawrence (1998) stated that'the systematic
denial to women of parity of services readily and routinely available to incarcerated men is

the most widespread and invidious impediment to adequate healthcare for women
offenders"(p. 126).
Complicating the issue of healthcare in prisons is the ill health of prisoners before
they enter the correctional system. Inmates who enter prison today usually have acute
medical problems due to chronic alcohol and drug abuse, such as hepatitis, malnutrition,

liver ailments and delusions (PrisonHealthcare, 1991). Most prisons lackthe medical care
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needed to address the severe health conditions of a compromised prisoner (Maull, 1998;

Prison Healthcare, I 99 I ).

Historically, more men are incarcerated than women, yet the healthcare men
receive is only slightly better than women's healthcare. The healthcare reforms of the

Clinton Administration since 1994 have not increased funding to healthcare in correctional
facilities (Berkman, 1995). Funds havebeen designated to build new prisons, yet money

for increasing healthcare costs has remained the same (Dubler, 1998).
Since the 1970s in the United States, prisoner's lawsuits on healthcare delivery
have provided correctional administration with three themes in healthcare service:

l)

The

right to access care, 2) The right to care that is ordered, 3) The right to professional
medical judgment (Prison Healthcare,

l99l ).

Most courts view the prison administration

as heyond their

jurisdiction to review.

The only right prisoners have in prison is the 8ft amendment, which guards against the
cruel and unusual treatment of human beings. All lawsuits around healthcare in prisons
have heen filed under this amendment (Prison Healthcare, 1991).

The United Supreme Court has held, however, that prison walls do not act as a
barrier between prisoners and the Constitution. In 1955 the United Nations, passed a
human rights decree for prisons and prisoners.

All citizens of the world are able to report

any mistreatment or poor conditions of a prisoner or prison to a special rapporteur of the

United Nations (Danieli, Dias,

& Stamatopoulou, 1999). The California Supreme Court

has stated clearly in the Thor case that prisoners have the right

decisions (Dubler, 1999).
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to make their own medical

Our society has given up on the rehabilitative model, along with that of reforming
the prisoner, and, since society feels they cannot reform the offender, the prisoner must at
least be controlled, resulting in our current prison model (Harris, 19S4). Correctional
systems in the United States use a model of confinement and punishment

for its prisoners.

When a prisoner reaches the end of his or her life, to diagnose, comfort, and possibly cure
runs contrary to this model (Dubler, 1998). Security and detention in correctional facilities
clash with those who wish to provide care and compassion to the dying (Mahon, 1999).

Early release programs or compassionate release for dyrng prisoners have been the
accepted practice in correctional facilities. Often, thougtq the steps needed to release a

dying prisoner are cumbersome, misinterpreted, and too late to be effective (Beck, 1999;

Greifinger, 1999).
The correctional system has established an excellent record for discharge programs

to the community, using work release, drug treatment programs, and parole. To ask the
correctional system to model compassionate release programs around these existing
programs could prove beneficial (Greifinger, 1999). However, this corrective model

of

justice is not currently popular in America (Cohn, 1999). Politically, early release
programs face scrutiny by politicians who need to "maintain the appearance of compassion
and the persona oftoughness on crime" (Greifinger, 1999,p.235). [n some states, the

crime committed dictates who is released and who is not (Beck, 1999), and in some cases,
staff and society hold that some prisoners deserve a miserable death. This implies that
medical care should be based on the crime, not on the medical needs of the individual
prisoner (Cohn, 1999). Providing end of life care to prisoners should be based on
compassionate care, not the social biases contained in our society
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(Cohq 1999).

Courts demand that the correctional facilities protect the prisoner from harm.
Conversely, the decision of a dying prisoner to seek no further treatment should be
honored, provided the prison has already sought the best medical care fbr that prisoner
(Parker & Paine, 1999). Since few prisons participate in hospice programs, many inmates
die without the aid a hospice can provide. Given the lack of hospice services in prisons, in
1996 the American Correctional Association mandated that hospice services for offenders

who are terminally ill be established and supported a compassionate release program for
those who qualiff (Maull, 1998).

As of lggg,twenty state prisons had created hospice programs for inmates, and
five Federal prisons included hospice programs. In additionn six states were in the
beginning stages of setting up hospice programs (National Prison Hospice Association

(I'[PHA], 1998; Craig & Craig, 1999). The National Prison Hospice Association (NPHA)
began shortly after Florence Watd announced a new mission in hospice care: "Our goal is

to support and assist corrections professionals and community medical groups in efforts to
develop high quallty patient care procedures and management programs in prison systems"

(I\[PHA, 1999, p.9)
Issues around end of life care for prisoners require a trusting alliance between ca.re

providers (prisons and medical staff), the patient (prisoners). Forging relationships around
the planning of care for end of life can intrude upon correctional policy and procedures

(Dubler, 1998). The inmate who is terrninally

ill

brings to the surface the convoluted

issues surrounding confinement and care (Greifinger, 1999).

There are many stakeholders interested in the care of prisoners. Their concerns
should focus on improvement on end of life care for prisoners. Hospice organizations have

ll
fruEuhurg f;,*li*iiri i. iii;"lr.y

brought together corrections and medical personnel successfully (Craig & Craig, 1999).
Our society asks the question,'khat does it mean to suffer"? (Cohn, 1999). Will the
answers include the suffering of dyrng prisoners?

A social worker in the field of corrections is faced with dissatisfied inmates and
hard-pressed correctional staff. One solution for overcrowding and decreased dollars is

early release for elderly terminal inmates. Seriously ill and elderly inmates seem the logical
choices for discharge, as their threat to community is decreased and leaving them in prison

to die under questionable care opens questions of liability (Griffin & Rohrer, 1 994).
This study also wants the social worker to be aware of the privatization of prisofls,
for this researctr, public prisons were the correctional facility used by prisoners and social

workers. Private prisons are built in conjunction with States, who contract with 'Tor

profit" companies to house prisoners. Private companies promote faster and cheaper built
prisons, and efficient operations (Shichor, 1999). By the end of 1998, 90,000 men and
women have been housed in private prisons. Marry have been investigated by federal
authorities for civil tights violations, the denial of medical care is one investigation

fiarr,

leee).
The social worker in the community should be prepared for the discharge planning

of the elderly terminal inmates, from a public or private prison. Hospices are the logical
next step for inmates who are terminally ill (MahorL 1999). The hospice philosophy is a
team approach with a social worker as part of the team. The social worker can help bridge
the two worlds of incarceration and community. There are three types of prison hospice

progrirms, one is the above-mentioned discharging to family and community, and the
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second is discharging the terminal inmate into a nursing home or hospice facility. The third

option is to have a hospice located on the premises of the prison (Craig, 1999).
Each inmate is evaluated by prison officials to weigh the risk

to society for release.

The social worker who works with elderly released prisoners should be familiar with their
psychosocial needs. Lamere and Smyer (1996) highlight the factors of self-concept and
autonomy. The aged prisoner has had a unique way of life, a life that has been dictated by
rules and regulation. By the time a prisoner-patient reaches old age, his/trer perceptions

of

life and health are different than patients outside of the prison walls. Adult rites of passage
have been taken away, a social disconnection happens around these losses. Sexual

fulfillment through masturbation and homosexuality leaves a profound impact on the aged
inmate. Older inmates may become disdainful of rules, yet if they break a rule, dire
consequences can take place, leaving an eroded sense of self. Having no sense of a
personal appearance can trouble an older inmate.

The majority of inmates released to the family and community are younger inmates
dying of AIDS. Most older inmates choose to die in prisorq surrounded by the social

network that they now consider family (Aday, 1994;Berkman,1995;Maull, 1998; Neeley,
1997). Most prison systems do not have the funds to carry out compassionate release

programs. Many families of the dying prisoner, already low in resources, carry the cost
burden of caring for a dying loved one (Mahon, 1999).
Social workers should be familiar with insurance coverage of a newly arrived

inmate, which will most likely be Medicaid and/or Medicare (Griffin & Rohrer, 1994).
Social workers are expected to provide the bereavement care to surviving families and

correctional staffor inmates (Severson, 1994). Living wills (now referred to as advance
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directives, or health care directives) should be explained to the inmate and his or her

family. The format of the living will works well with the inmate populations (Dubler,
1998). A health care directive is a written document that informs others of a persons'
health care wishes. Health care directives allows for an agent to be named if a person is
unable to decide on their healthcare (Minnesota Department of Health, 1998)" Educating

prisoners on health care directives will help medical personnel and families know the
prisoner's desires for healthcare, and empower the prisoner to make important healthcare
decisions (Dubler, 1998). Advocating for the inmate in the team environment of hospice

is crucial to the success ofthe dying process (NPHA guidelines, 1999).

Dying Prisoners and their Families

It is crucial, when looking

at the incarcerated and their families, to see who is

being incarcerated. With a rate of 573 inmates per 100,000 citizens, the United States has
imprisoned more people than any other nation in the industrialized world, even more than
South Africa did under apartheid in 1990 when the rate was 3I1 per 100,000 citizens
(Kaplan

& Sasser, 1996). In the United

States Bureau of Prison's profile (1999), males are

93 % of the population and females 7%. White males comprise 56yo, Black males 4lYo,

Native American males TYo, Asianmale Z%. Of the women, 5896 are White,3gYoBlash

l% Native American,

and ZYo Asian What is interesting in these numbers is that there is

no mention of the Latino and Latina incarcerated population. McQuaide and Ehrenreich

(1998), estimate the femaleHispanic population at 14.2yo. There was no information on
the male Hispanic population at this writing.
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In 1996-1997, Minnesota

had a total population of inmates in high security

correctional facilities at 5,224, with 4,962 males and262 females. Inmates over the age of
50 in Minnesota number 300, with lifers totaling 330. Minnesota inmates, both male and
female, have an educational level of grades

9-l I is 32.4o/a,25.fYo are high school

graduates, 18.0%o have GEDs and l4.8Yo have attended college or beyond (Minnesota
Department of Corrections Biennial Report

, 1996-1997)

Another factor in the incarcerated populations is the economic status of incoming
offenders. Characteristics of the prison population have remained the same over the last
several years, most prisoners are male, have low levels of education and are poor at the

time of their arrests (Hairston, 1998). For \ /omen? the same economic conditions of
poverty exist, but compounded upon their incarceration are issues of surviving male
violence, chemical dependency, racisnr, sexism and parenting issues (Belknap, 1996).

It

is important

for social workers to understand

issues of race and poverty in the

correctional facility population, as both play a large role in the inmate environment.
Arvanites (1998) explains in his cultural conflict theory that "imprisonment is a function

of

economic inequality as well as crime"(p. 209). This is grounded in the assumption that the

poor represent a threat to the property and business interests of the economically elite.
The last comprehensive study on the economic conditions of inmates was done in 1991, by
the United States Bureau of ludicial Statistics (Cochran, 1997; Hairston 1998).
When a family member is incarcerated, the family structure is affected (King,
1993). Incarceration causes a traumatic separation which leads to family dismemberment,
and some theorists assert that the loss of a member to prison is even more demoralizing to

wivss, husbands and children than a loss resulting from death (Carlson & Cervera, 1991).
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When a social worker works with a family that is confronting the death of an incarcerated
member, the grief may be complex.

If families

have not maintained a strong relationship

over the years and are suddenly asked to provide care for the dying inmate, this can create
unspoken anger and resentment, and a shift in role responsibilities can exacerbate an
already difficult situation (Estrin, 1995).

Most of the literature on parental incarceration focuses on the incarcerated
mother. The majority of people dying in prisons are men and are not necessarily married or

with children. For example, fewer than one fourth of the prisoners who enter prisons are
married, and the men who are fathers at time of incarceration range from 40-45Yo

(Hairston, 1998). Forwomeq three quarters ofthe women who are imprisoned are
mothers, with an average oftwo dependent children (Osbourne, 1995). No statistics were

found for the percentage of married/single females.
Despite all intentions of keeping marriage and family intact during incarceration,
the success of stayrng together over a long period of incarceration deteriorates (Hairston,
1991). Visitations for both incarcerated males and females improve the inmates' ability to
adapt to prison life (Belknap, 1996; Butterfield, 1999; Cochran, 1997; Estrirq 1995;

Hairston,

l99l;

Johnson, Selber,

& Lauderdale,

1998; Osbourne, 1995; Seymour, 1998).

The presence of a social support during incarceration can help protect the individual

during crisis from a variety of stimuli and can be useful in assisting inmates suffering from
an illness or any other losses (Johnson, Selber,

& Lauderdale,

1998).

Studies have also shown that inmates who form groups around issues outside

of

their prison environment do better in adjusting after a release from prison, or adjust well to
the long term imprisonment (Belknap, 1996; Butterfield, 1999; Carlson

l6

& Cervera,

1991;

Hairston, 1998; Johnson

& Selber & Lauderdale, I998; King,

1993; Koenig, 1995;

Mcquaide & Ehrenreich, 1998; Pomeroy, Kiam & Abel, 1998) Some ofthese groups
include fathers in prison (Men inside loving kids), mothers in prison (Moms inside loving

kids), AIDS education, recovering alcoholics, and recovering drug abusers.

In 1983, a group was formed of families, inmates, service providers, academics,
corrections officials, and policy planners, to help families deal with the issues surrounding
incarceration. The group is known as The Family and Corrections Network (FCN) (Estrin,
1995). The goal ofthe organization is to connect families with service providers
and programs to ease the stresses of incarceration on families. The main purpo$e for the

administration of the FCN is to ensure that correctional facilities are supporting and
encouraging their staffto promote visiting of families and inmates, and to be a watchdog
organization for families who want to maintain ties to incarcerated loved ones.

A commitment from social service agencies, child welfare, corrections,

and

communities to support the families ofthe incarcerated reduces the rate of marital breakup
and parental absence during incarceration (Seymour, 1998).

It

is best for social workers to

approach families and incarceration from an ecologrcal perspective, taking into account

interpersonal, personal and contextual factors (Carlson

& Cervera, 1991). A critical

process in any reunification of incarcerated family members to their families is assessing

the family from a strength perspective, encouraging conversations on how the families
have coped financially, in role reversals and child care (Carlson

& Cervera, 1991). In a

studyby Cochran (1997) of African-American men and family focus, an important goal for
African-American men and families is establishing an environment which facilitates an ease
of conversation (King, 1993).
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Another study by King (1993), found it was important for the incarcerated man to
help clarify his thoughts and feelings as he adjusted to the new role ofbeing a released
man.

It is very important for

social workers to complete a psychosocial assessment of the

entire family to assess the medical, legal, housing, and transportation situations, the health

of the caregiver, and the economic health of the united family (Johnson, Selber &
Lauderdale, 1998). The National Prison Hospice Association guidelines (1999) stress that
the social worker implement a care plan that is patient-directed and in line with the
corrections officials concern of security. If an inmate is not wanting to be transferred
outside ofthe facility at the end of life, yet the prison feels that the inmate is low risk, the
social worker should try and work with the officials to keep the inmate in prison.

Iq on the

other hand, a prisoner is wanting to be released and poses a high risk of security, working

with the patient to adjust to a death in prison will be needed (lt{PHr{, 1998).

Social Work Practice in the Correctional Facility

There has been no better time for social workers to make a difference in the

correctional setting (Severson, 1999). Hospice work involves elements of social work
values that can lessen the hardships on families and friends when an inmate who is

terminally ill faces end of life issues. Strength perspectives and ecological perspectives
help both inmate and correctional settings create innovative ways of dealing with

situations (Rusnaclq 1990). Strengths pcrspective understands the capacities, talents,
possibilities, values, hopes and visions of the individual, no matter how distorted or dashed
these characteristics have become through oppression or trauma (Saleebey, 1996). An

ecological perspective recognizes the impact of the wider social environment on the
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individual and family functioning, or the importance of context for the functioning and
capacities of individuals (Stern

& Smith, 1995).

It is also incumbent upon social workers in the fields of corrections

and hospice to

move public discussion on crime and incarseration beyond the'three strikes. you're out"
debate (Sheridan, 1996). The key for hospice to function in prisons is to place final
decisions about policies and procedures with corrections personnel, and palliative care
decisions with the medical professional

(MfA

guidelines 1999).

Prisons have changed in the last twenty year$, since the deinstitutionalization

of

mental health hospitals (Severson" 1999). Law enforcement has been charging persons

with serious mental illness with crimes in order to get them offthe street and into jail beds,
where there is an appearance of safety (Seversorl 1999)" The lines have been hlurred
between a person with mental illness going to a state mental health facility and bad people
going to jail (Severson, 1999). There are few social workers employed by correctional
facilities. There are even fewer schools social work training social workers on the issues in
corrections (Severson, 1999).

Margaret Severson (1999) explains clearly the role of advocacy for social workers
in a prison setting.
"The mission of advocacy in these settings [prisons] creates significantly ethical
dilemmas for the social worker. The potential for ethical conflict no doubt exists
within the jail structure, since the jail social worker must advocate for multiple
clients: the inmate population, jail operation, sommunity mental health systems, the
community itself (including family members) and the legal-judicial system" (p,62)
Severson, also wants this mission to be extended into community and public hospitals,

who provide care to prisoners.
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Hospice literature admits to the lack of material to acquaint hospice social workers

with the tools needed for the client who is complicated, mentally ill, and manipulative. In
this case social worker and client struggle to find cofirmon ground in order to deliver
services (Boyd, Cantone, Gambino, Harris,

& Malone, 1997). A hospice social worker

does understand the intrinsic values in the biopsychosocial and spiritual components
healthcare and end of life (Reese

of

& BrowrL 1997)

Hospice social workers working in the prison environment might find themselves
faced with the duties of training and program development. An example would be setting

up a volunteer training program with inmates to care for the dyrng prisoners. Another
program might be coordinating the spiritual team of hospice with the spiritual leaders in
the correctional facility. A social worker might need to set up counseling services for the
prison staff and inmates, or support groups for the bereaved families (Health Consultants,
r

eee)
Social workers can find out more about prison practice by acquainting themselves

with certain organizations: The American Correctional Health Services Association
(ACHSA) (Thorbuffi, 1995), the American Correctional Association (ACA), the American
Public Health Association (APHA), the National Prison Hospice Association

ffiHA),

and

the various state regulatory bodies on corrections. Social workers should also understand

how healthcare is delivered to prisoners in a correctional setting. Prisoners do not secure
their own medical services, but relies on the state correctional systems for healthcare
delivery (Cohn, 1999).
The United States Department of Justice has asked that correctional personnel be

familiar with procedures $urrounding the delivery of healthcare to facilities. The area$ ars:
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charting guidelines, confidentiality, transfer of heatth records and information, retention

of

records, and the basic contents of medical records (Prison Healthcare: Guidelines for the
Management of an Adequate Delivery System, 1991). It is suggested that social workers

in hospice and hospitals also be familiar with such guidelines. Sociat workers should have
an understanding of who administers the healthcare in prisons in their state. In Minnesota,

the Department of Corrections employs a statewide health care administrator, This

individual over$ess medical , dental, and mental health services. This person also oversees
the budget and handles all contracts with vendors @rison Healthcare,

l99t). Social

workers should be familiar with security procedures. see Appendix D for a list

of

procedures a social worker will need to know before entering a prison (Minnesota
Department of Corrections, orientation packet, 1998).

In Maull's (1998) article on prisons and hospice, he refers to the social worker as
the "conduit of information for inmates, corrections stafl and hospice team" (p.76). In the
guidelines from the NPHA (1999),

'their expectation of the social worker is to oversee the response to the
social and emotional consequences of terminal illness, deatlr, and bereavement as
variously experienced by patient, family, program stafi inmates (especially
orderlies and volunteers) and the security staff. The social worker acts as a link to
available community resources and educates family, staff and volunteers on the
hospice philosophy. The chaplain should be involved also"(p 7)

In a study by Reese and Brown ( 1997), it was found that patients use the spiritual
leader most often to discuss end of life issues, while the social worker is used by the

patient and family to discuss death anxiety.
There ars a few things that social workers need to know about the trust level
inmates. One trust issue is around healthcare, a$ most inmates are subjected to poor

2,1

of

healthcare and have a general mistrust of physicians and nurses (Neithercutt

& Zajac,

1995). Inmates who have not been used to an environment with an opon and caring setting

might find that kind of environment stressful (Maier, Bertram

& Stephens,

1991).

Incarcerated women in particular suffer from very high levels of substance abuse, mental
illness, family fragmentatiorq and social isolation (Singer, Bussey

& Song,

1995).

When dealing with the bereaved, it is necessary to have an understanding of the
disenfranchised griever. Kamerman (1993) describes disenfranchised grief as the "loss that
accompanies grief felt by a person who has no socially recognized right, role or capacity

to grieve, it occurs when

a relationship has

no societal legitimacy"(p.28). For survivors of

a deceased prisoner, the death can be another reminder of their own failures, and a deep
anguish can surface over the death (Craig

& Craig, 1999). To ask society to

enlarge the

circle of non-legitimate grievers might be too much for our culture to embrace, which
makes the social worker's job even more important when working with the bereavement

of a disenfranchised group (Kamerman, 1993). The social workerwill need to be aware

of

the grief issues of the survivors, including not just the deceased family members, but other
prisoners and possibly staff. In one prison hospice, one bereavement support was started

for families and one for inmates (Craig, 1999).
The potential for the prisoner to be manipulative is higher than for the general
population. Manipulation of the correctional system to obtain senrices is part of the profile

of a prisoner (Cohn, 1999). Knowing how to manage a manipulative prisoner could be
helpful. Boyd, Cantone, Gambino, Harris and Malone (1997) suggest using these
techniques: continuously assess, process, and manage staffemotional response to the
patient; support autonomous behavior; set limits on regressive, destructive and self

))

defeating behavior; and support ego function of impulse control, judgment and sense

of

self identity.
Social workers must also familiarize themselves with the cost of funerals. In a
study by Klug, Ekerdt and Wilkinson (1999), more than half of the social workers
surveyed were

'tnfamiliar with costs associated with

a funeral and a

little less than half did

not know where to locate a funeral director"(p.136).
The social worker also needs to realize that there is not much support in the
community to help inmates and families. Most social service and mental health agencies do

not offer services and progrirms that address the needs of inmates, former inmates, or their
families (King, 1993). Few schools of social work offer courses or concentrations on
social work practice in corrections (King, 1993;

Ivanhofi

1993). The role ofplaying a oop

should be objectionable behavior for a social worker in prison. Certainly objecting to a
prisoner's criminal behavior is acceptable, but to sit injudgment ofthe prisoner is not
acceptable (Harris, 1984). The best advice for any social worker entering a prison

environment, comes from Ivanhofr Smyth and Finnegan (1993); '?rofessional staffshould
always be cordial to correctional officers, uninformed and civiliarx."

(p

laa).

Information Lacking in the Literature
Writings in social work practice in the correctional setting are lacking. Even more
lacking in the literature is the role of the social worker who works with

di*g

prisoners.

This isn't surprising, as hospice in prison settings is a very new senrice, the first one
opening in Louisiana in 1997 (I-iPHrq, 1998). Hospice services have primarily been in the
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home. Nursing home residents have received hospice services only in the last twenty years.

The hospice movement is only 25 years old in America (Corliss & Foster, 1999).
There were no studies found on the hermeneutic design of social workers and

dying prisoners. This study specifically focused on the lived experience of social workers
and their work with dying prisoners. This researcher also understands that the interviewing

of dying prisoners would be difficult to approve by an Institutional Review Board in this
country. There were very few qualitative studies done on the subject of healthcare in
prisons or the experience of healthcare workers in corrections.

Summary

Chapter Two addressed the literature in three sections: Death and Dying in Prisons
Today, Dying Prisoners and Their Families, Social Work Practice in the Correctional

Facility. This literature is used to help identifu conrmon themes in Chapter Four, the social

worker's interviews. Gaps in the literature were identified. Chapter Three focuses on the
methodology ofthis research, which is based on hermeneutics.
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CHAPTER TIIREE

METHOI}OLOGY

The research question for this study is twofold. First, what cofirmon ground can
social work practice and the correctional system find to help the dying prisoner? Secondly,

what was it like for you to practice social work with a dyrng prisoner?

Key Concepts and Terms
Using hermeneutics as a tool to obtain this information provided the framework

for this research. The philosophy of hermeneutics includes: the role of language in creating
human subjects, meaning as interaction, the distinction between discursive and practieal
knowledge, the role of history in understanding language, and the role of the actor's
perspective (Allen, 1995).
Hermeneutics philosophy for this research focused primarily on '\rnderstanding the
meaning and significance of complex human interactions and events in the contexts of their

everyday setting and understanding the relationship between behaviors, practices, or
events and the sociocultural, historical, political, and economic background against which

they take place" (Addison, 1992, p. I l2). In the setting of a dying prisoner, interactions
are plentiful between the correctional stafr the prisoner's family (prison and bioloscal),

the social work stafl and the prisoner. Interviewing the social worker can provide an
opening into the content ofthese interactions.
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Philo sophical Background

Hermeneutics research derives from the philosophical questions writings

of

German philosopher, Martin Heidegger (1889-1976). Heideggerian philosophy asks these

fundamental questions; What is the experience of "being" rather than "knowing"? and

What does it mean to be human? (Addison, 1992). Heidigger viewed human beings as
inseparable from their constructed worlds (Koch, 1995).

A human being's background is their unchallenged way of viewing and
understanding the world through a lens of shared culture grven them at birth. The
background of human beings represents the way in which we understand the world around
us (Koch, 1995). Heidegger viewed human beings as inseparable from their constructed

worlds (Addison, 1992).
Central to hermeneutic philosophy is language, and the interpretative traditions
around language (Allen, 1995). Heidegger asserted that we humanbeings are selfinterpreted, that '1re are what we take ourselves to be" (Koch, 1995, p.831). To be
human is to be interpretative, as Gadamer (1975) defined interpretation as knowing

(Koch, 1995).
The researcher brings to the interview a pre-understanding of self as does the
participant. Pre-understanding describe$ our structure for being in the world. It is the
meaning and organization of a culture which is already present in the world we understand

(Koch, 1995). The researcher is both shaped by and shapes the hermeneutic experience.
Through the shared stories, a "fusion of horizons" takes place, a "fusion of the text and its
context with the reader and his/her own context" (Allen, 1995, p.170), The process is
circular, that produces an ongoing evolution of interpretation (Koch, 1995). Interpretation
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is necessary to understand human action.

It

is never possible to achieve an objective,

value-free position from which to interpret the text. Researchers always have valueJaden
facts in their research (Addison, 1992). Even dealing with the interyretations of stable
texts, e.g. the Bible and United States constitution, highlights the skills of hermeneutics

of

understanding texts in historical context and language of today (Allen, 1995).

Hermeneutics Study Design
This study was centered around an in-depth interview, an experiential qualitative
inqurry. Questions were designed to elicit responses of feelings, knowledge, and
opinion/belief on the subject of social work practice and dying prisoners. Probing or

follow up questions facilitated this process, e.g. 'TIow did that make you feel?" or "Could
you provide more information about that?". A combination of informal conversational
approach with an interview guide approach was engaged. Specific questions were planned,

yet, if the conversation led to stories that were important to explore, the interviewer was
open to those stories.

The strength of using of both approaches is that the interview can be matched to
individuals and their circumstances. If there are gaps in the interview, referring to a
planned question can bring both the interviewer and the subject back to the interview. The

interviewer can become involved with the story as it emerges, using the questions as a
general framework

ofthe interview. A natural eourse of responses can flow fromthis type

of interview. The weakness in this approach is that data organization and analysis can be

difficult. Topics might not be covered because questions might be omitted. Interviewer

2t

flexibility in wording and question sequences could produce different responses in each
participant.
There are several central practices that are key to a grounded hermeneutics study.

First, to immerse self in the participants' world, in order to understand and interpret the
social workers' everyday practices. Second, to look beyond the individual participants'

actions and events to view a larger background (through the literature review) and its
relationship to the larger world. Third, to enter into an active dialogue with the research
participants (through the interview). Fourth, to maintain a constant questioning attitude to

look for meaning, misunderstandings, deeper understanding, alternative explanation and
changes. Fifth, to understand that the world of interpretation (narrative account) is a

circular progrsssion between parts and whole. Sixth to provide an opportunity for the
participants and researcher to look at everyday practice with a time for self reflection (the
benefits). Seventh, to ses the research and the participants in a larger world of social,

cultural, historicaf political, and economic movement. These seven techniques are derived
from Addison's (1992) article on hermeneutic research.

A hermeneutics technique was chosen for this research paper to interpret intended
or expressed meaning in order to find a common understanding and establish

a mediation

tradition for social work and corrections. (Kvale, 1996). The intentions of hermeneutics is
not to measure but find meaning (Sherman, 1987). The questions for this interview are
located in Appendix B.
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Criteria for Quality of Interpretive Research

A threat to any qualitative method is generalizability of the research. Kvale (1996)
describes the researcher and reader generalization, questioning whether the reader or the
researcher is doing the generalizing.

It

is the researcher's duty to reduce generalieability,

by examititg the qualities in the research of coherence, expansiveness, interpretative
insight, relevance, rhetorical force, and texture of the argument (Garrett, 1998).

In determit irrg qualrty research in a qualitative hermeneutic design, some criteria
emerge for this project. Hermeneutics is the study of the interpretation of text (Kvale,

1996), which has a deep connections to foundationalism and phenomenology (Allen,
1995), and how the analysis is relational of the participant and inquirer (Lincoln, 1995).
Some of the criteria for this research are as follows:

Positionality is recognizingthat any text is always partial and incomplete, racially,
socially, culturally and sexually located, and can never represent any truths (LincohL
1995). This also refers to the generalizations that can be derived from the text, all are

truths for all people across time and culture.
Viewing community as the arbitrator of quality is to ask the researcher to
understand the service to a wider cofirmurrity, not just the community of producers and

policy makers (Lincoln, 1995). As writer of this researctq there is a knowledge that this
research

will serve other social workers, correctional personnel, prisoners and their

families, and on a larger scale, the public who may be interested in the topic. This is a
community project with a potentially large audience outside of academia (Lincoln, 1995).
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There are many voices in the project: the participants, the interpretations from
others, the silenced, and the marginalized (Lincoln, 1995). Accuracy of the voice was be
paramount in this project, so direct quotes from the participants have been utilized.

Critical subjectivity is 'trnderstanding with great discrimination subtle differences
in the personal and psychological states of others" (Lincoln, 1995, p.283). It is up to the
researcher to look for the changes in dialectic relationships and to be able to discuss

contradictions in the stories. It is vital to be self aware of the ability to be transformative,
and critical of self and research (Addison, 1992).

Reciprocity is knowing that the researcher and participant are in a relationship, a
qualitative interpretive inquiry. Both participant and the researcher know something about
the topic, and both can benefit each other in this relationship. A very intense amount

of

time is spent with each other, and togetherthe story unfolds (Lincoln,1995).
Sacredness is best described by Lincoln (1995),

'the spiritual, or sacred side of

science emerges from a profound concern for human dignity, justice and interpersonal
respect. The sacredness in the enterprise of science issues from the collaborative and

egalitarian aspects of the relationships created in the research to action

continuum."(p.284) In hospice social worh there are many moments that are sacred. The

work is easier to understand when the social worker lets the sacred take over the work
(Chandler, 1999).
This research has at its core the basic truth that all humans will eventually die, and

that creating an environment that contains dignity and respect could give all a deeper
appreciation ofthe human condition. It is important to lend my deflnition of sacred to this
research. Sacred to me, is standing beside the unknown and being awffie of my not
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knowing, which in turn heightens the level of my sense$ to be present to the unknown.
This defines me as a researcher and adds depth to my understanding of the subject.
Sharing the perquisites of privilege refers to the "debt we owe to the persons

whose lives we portray'' (Lincoln, p.285). Researchers in most cases take credit for the
knowledge that was aecrued for a project. Yet it is the stories of the participants that
produced the knowledge we share under our name. Our research does not own the life
that we portray, therefore, the stories of these lives shall he handled with respect and

dignity Our participants have grven us a story rich for interpretatiorq we in turn enrich our
research with dignrty.

This research also used multiple interpreters in an effort to control haphaeard or
biased subjectivity in content analysis (Kvale, 1996). An aspect of hermeneutic research is

group readings of the interview transcripts. In these readings, fellow hermeneutic
researchers

a^re

approach can

looking for themes and perspectives that the writer has not seen. Using this

verifr the interpretation that the researcher already developed or it can

enrich the research with multiple interpretations. This research is not at all in judgment

of

the participants' practice, rather, it is an inqurry of a particular time in their practice, that
spent with dying prisoners. What is important are the feelings that influenced the social

work practice.

"If we are all,

social workers and researchers, involved in reading and interpreting

in order to better understand, then we must not be content to argue for our preferred
frames of reference, or to pursue artistic and scientific rivalries. To do so would constitute
a failure

to recognize that the nature of understanding presents us all with vexing

questions of its own" (Iones, 1990, p. 196).
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The Study and Sample Population
The participants for this interview were obtained through a snowball effect. During
a conversation with a fellow co-worker in the hospital,

I

discussed

*y

idea of healthcare in

the prison setting. The co-worker told me about several social workers she knew who had

worked with prisoners. One of the social workers worked specifically with hospice and
prisons, the other social worker dealt with early released dyrng prisoners. I asked if I could
contact them for this hermeneutics study about social work practice with dying prisoners.

Two male social workers agreed to be interviewed.

The Literature and the Project

In a hermeneutics study, the literature is used to provide a background to the
essence of the spoken words of the social worker being interviewed. Here, the transcript

of the interview was read for common themes and insights on social work practice. The
literature was used to familianze the writer and the reader with some of the themes in
corrections and with prisoners in the correctional setting. The literature is a tool to help

identify themes and understand what others have observed in their studies of corrections
and prisoners. The literature enriches the social workers' interview, but

it is also important

in hermeneutics that the literature not distract from the social workers' story.
l Direct
quotes from the stories are incorporated into the hermeneutics
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research.

Protection of Human Subjects
This research project has been approved by the Augsburg Institutional Board

(IRB), the number assigned is 99-73-3,

See

Appendix A. The participants are voluntary,

and have been informed of the risks and benefits of the research project.

A consent form

was given to the participants, an explanation of the research project was included in the
consent form. The participants were told that the information was confidential. The

interviews were taped and the information gathered for the research project will be kept in
a safety deposit box, and after one

(l)

year all material

will be destroyed. The

transcriptionist signed a form explaining the confidentiality of the research project. The
information was shared with my thesis advisor at Augsburg. The transcripted interview
was read by fellow hermeneutic researchers, to identifu common themes. The interviewer
arranged with a counselor to address any concerns that a participant might have if the

information shared were emotionally challenging. The counseling fees will be paid by the
participant. This research project is not intended to harm the participants, but the material
that is being researched may invoke emotional responses. It is important that the research
stay focused on social work practice and dying prisoners. Yet , the researcher realizes that
humans are not emotionless creatures, and every attempt to help with emotional instability

will be explored with a counselor, if needed. The participant could at any time during the
interview refuse to answer any questions that are uncomfortable. The participant could
leave the interview at any time and refuse to participate, without that action being held
against the participant.

Hermeneutics philosophy was explained to the participants, as it might have been
beneficial to the research. There are sometimes benefits in participating in a study such as

JJ

this. The participant might feel they have contributed to the knowledge of social work
practice. Possibly, the participant may experience a sense of well being around

contributing to the better understanding befween corrections, dying prisoners and social

work practice.
The participants were asked to refrain from identifying the prisoner, diseases, and
name of the prison. Both corrections and social work have the interest of the prisoner at

heart, and this research is not an attempt to say which system is better, but rather to help
deliver services to a rrulnerable population. Social work practice has very little literature
about prisons and prisonsrs, and how social work can best serve that population.

Summary

Chapter Three looked into the methodology of this study. Key concepts and terms
were defined for hermeneutics, the philosophical background of henneneutics, the study
design, criteria for quality of interpretative research, and the literature as

it relates to the

project. Also, this chapter provided information on the protection of human subjects, and
descriptions about the study participants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TIIEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Overview

The following chapter looks at the theoretical framework in which this research
was conducted. The research progressed by separating social work and corrections in a
conceptual and theoretical framework. Conflicts are inherent between social work as an
open system, and corrections as a closed system. Two theories, cultural and advocacy, are
used to understand how the two systems might work together.

Viewpoints of corrections and hospices can be seen through an organizational
framework. This project looks at corrections from a closed system/non-adaptive model
(Hasenfeld, 1992) and hospice, an open/adaptive model (Hasenfeld, 1992). The proposed

framework for both of these models to be understood is cultural theory.
Correctional facilities could be seen operating under a rational-legal model"
Rational because the internal division of labor, the definitions of role positions, and the

distribution of authority are highly formalized and hierarchical (Hasenfeld, 1992). Legal
because the assignments

to positions, the distribution of authority, and the rights and

duties of each position are based on impersonal rules that are applied universally
(Hasenfeld, 1992). Historically, every state has had at least to maintain the threat

of

physical coercion in order to force its orders, the rationalflegal model identifies the modern
state with a monopoly of legitimate force, not with legitimacy itself (Merelman, 1998).
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Prisons originated in the United States as a place for penance (penitentiary), a
religious concept of paying back to society through separation, labor, and obedience.
Prisons today have evolved into quasi-military managements, with focus on security and

order and a place of custody. Caring in a modern prison receives a very low priority
(Prison Healthcare, 199 l).
Correctional facilities have endeavored to understand themselves through models

of organizational frameworks. The 1960s saw the functional deprivation model dominate
prison organizations. In this, the correctional officers used their knowledge and means
available to control prisons and prevent conflicts. The staffcooperated with group leaders

to maintain order and grre privileges. The importation model was a new approach used.
The prisons saw themselves as an open system responding to the inmate's culture as being

imported and their social identities were recognized. The 1970s incorporated the
integration model and the rehabilitative ideal, stressing the rehabilitative programs. The
1980s saw the rising dominance of the conflict subculture and contemporary prison model,

which viewed the inmate as cruel and mistrusting, and needing to be divided into small
hostile groups. Those hostile groups were divided and restricted for the safety

of

correctional officers and other prison inmates (Lambropoulou, 1999).

'Current correctional theory views prisons as autopoiesis, i.e. self producing and
autonomous" (Larrbropoulou,

p.}afi.In

autopoiesis theory, each prison creates an image

of the environment in which they want to work (Lambropoulou, 1999). Privatization
prisons has highlighted this idea of "self producing and autonomous". Private prisons
become sub-governments, who define their own policies, control costs for profit and
reshape the program administrators

into contract monitors (Shichor, 1999).
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All the ahove mentioned theories fluctuate between an open and closed system. In
recent years the correctional facility leans towards the closed system. Obviously, all
prisons are closed, by the nature of their organization, only a select few are allowed to
enter, and leaving the physical compound is dfficult" The closed system limits freedoms,

mobility and privileges. AIso, closed systems are tense and rigid, governed by rules and
social climates that are meant to intimidate, and lack social stimulation (Wright, 1993).

Lambropoulou (1999) sees the current correctional system closed to the outside
environment. Hospices might need to understand each prison's unique environment.

Within each prison, therefore, are organizational climates, formed from the common
perceptions individuals experience in organizational life and then interpret from that
experience (Vfright, I 993).

Hospice organizational model is reflected in a negotiated order system (Ilasenfeld,
1992). Strauss (1993), the author of this approach, sees the negotiated order in these
terms: "specific negotiations seemed contingent on specific structural conditions, who
negotiated with whom, when, and ahout what. Negotiations are patterned, not accidental.
The products of negotiation (contracts, understandings, agreements, rules and so forth) all
have temporal limits, for eventually they
and renewed"

will be reviewed, reevaluated, revised, revoked

(p.2a9) The client is viewed

as the

trajectory for service (Hasenfeld, 1992),

for hospice that is the dying client.
Intrinsic to hospice philosophy is the client's right for self determination. The
individual's right to make his own decisions and choices in matters affecting him has long
been regarded as a cornerstone of the moral framework to which democratic western
societies are committed (Rothman

& McDermott,
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1989). Hospice hasbeen discussed as a

social movement, in part because

it is attempting to change not only the way particular

patients experience dying, but the nature of the death and dying for society as a whole
(Messler & Miller, 1996).

Correctional officers and healthcare personnel perform different functions, and
each group views the inmate differently. The same inmate may be viewed both as a

potential escape risk, and as a frightened individual (King, 1997). Cultural theory has been
used to help community nurses and correctional officers provide services to

HIV+

inmates. Cultural theory states that'\uays of life are made viable by classifying certain

behaviors as praiseworthy and others as undesirable or even unthinkable" (King

, 1997,

p.392). "There are five viable ways of life; hierarchy, egalitarianism, individualism, fatalism
and the hermit" (King, 1997, p.393).

In the above mentioned theory, the correctional officers were $een as hierarchical,
the nurses as egalitarians and the inmates as fatalists

ffing,

1997). Hierarchical groups

view themselves as answering to a central authority, rank, privilege and obligations are
very important. Rules are from the top down and deviants are those who do not abide by
the rules

(Kitg,

1997). Egatitarians live a life of voluntary association whereby everyone is

equal, decisions are reached by consensus and speakers speak for the whole group (King,

1997). Fatalists feel powerless over the control of their lives, see the world as an
unpredictable place, feel that if something good comes along it will not last, and are
indifferent to their leaders because one is just as bad as the other (King, 1997). Cultural

theory provides the person working in corrections a tool for understanding the different
roles each plays to provide and environment that will provide the best service to the
prisoner, personnel and support staff.
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Advocacy theory in social work practice is another framework in which to view
the role of the social worker and dying prisoner. Often, advocacy is linked with
empoweffnent in social work literature. For this research, advocacy was delineated from
empowerment. Advocacy has been linked with radical social work, the movement in the
1960s to deinstitutionalize mental health facilities and welfare reform (Payne, 1997). In
advocacy theory the practitioner encourages clients

to discuss their life's meaning to

informthe worker oftheir complex nature (Rose, 1990). Social workers using advocacy
theory should be aware of its limitations. Empowering oppressed and disadvantaged
people can set deprived groups against each other (Payne, 1997). Advocacy theory in the
context of this research is helping the client understand the accommodations that can be
made within the security concerns of the correctional facility (Payne,1997). The model

of

practice that best defines this process is described by Payne (1997) to help clients
overcome negative valuation of self which impedes them from their own problem solving
The soc.ial worker should find and remove blocks that prevent effective problem solving.
Perhaps as practitioners and as human beings, we should try to focus on what we
share

with patients, and that is our common humanity (Scott, 1999). Imprisonment

symbolizes the unworthiness of the individual to live {rmong the law abiding (Wright,

1993). Final decisions about policies and procedures lie with the corrections personnel; the

role of the hospice professionals is to provide input about the principles and practices

of

palliative care. The problem of precisely where the boundaries of compromise and mutual
accoilrmodations must be worked out cooperatively (NPHA 1999).
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Application of Theories
The applications oftheory to hermeneutics study is the process of searching for a
deeper understanding of self and self knowledge, and a broader understanding of the

participant's world (Jones, 1990). Theories also help in the "meaning-giving" process of
hermeneutics research, which takes into consideration background conditions and shared

practices (Addison, 1992).

Applying theories in hermeneutics serves the analysis of texts discovered and
honors the interpretation of the interviews (Alleq 1995). Most importantly in
hermeneutics, theories play a critical interaction by looking at past interpretations

of

human relationships and weaving them into current stories of human relationship (Allen

&

Jensen, 1990), and unraveling old strands and weaving new strands into the research fabric
(Jones, 1990).

Summary

Chapter Four discussed the theoretical and conceptual framework of this study.

Viewing correctional systems as a closed organization and hospices as an open
organization were highlighted. The cultural and advocacy theories were viewed through
the lens of understanding how social workers can perceive themselves in working with
dyrng prisoners.
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CHAPTER TTIrE
FINDINGS ANI} DISCUSSION

Introduction
Chapter Five explores the stories of two soc,ial workers who have worked uiith
dyrng prisoners. An overlying theme, the social worker as the connector, surfaced in the

interpretation of both social workers. It was expressed in words like "connect" and
"disconnect". Maull (1998) refers to the social worker as the "conduit" of information for
inmates, corrections staff and the hospice team. The National Prison Hospice Association

(NRPA! 1999) describes the social worker

as the

"link" for prisoner, family, stafl and

corrections. Connect, disconnect, conduit, and link are different shades of the same idea.
Through the process of hermeneutics researclrs the following theme was
identified for Chapter Five. The social worker needs a connection to self an
understanding of their strengths and perceptions when working with dying prisoners. The
social worker is the connector to resources, linking the dying prisoner to community,

prison, and healthcare resources. Finally, the social worker connects the dying prisoner

with family.
The Participants
George is a male social worker who no longer works in a hospice. He last worked
as a hospice social worker in the fall

of 1999. George went into the prison to provide

hospice services to dyrng prisoners. He holds a Bachelors of Arts degree in social work.
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Sam is a hospital social worker who still practices social

work. He no longer

works in the silme department that cared for prisoners. Sam worked exclusively prisoners
who were released to his hospital setting before their terms were completed. Sam holds a
Masters in Social Work degree.
The research question asked to these two social workers was; Tell me what is was

like to work with a dyrng prisoner, from both your personal experience and social work
practice? The common theme that was found for both social workers are discussed.

A Connection to Self
There is a widely held assumption that every social worker is able to work with
any population. The prison population is one of the most challenging that a social worker
may face. Severson (1994) suggests that social workers review their own willingness to

work as advocates of inmates regardless or in spite of those clients' crimes. George talks
about first going in the prison:

I think that was something [being compassionate or not] that was really
playing in my head before we went in. You know I questioned that
[compassion], I did not know what he did, prior to that visit, and I think
that helped me, I think it helped me not to know, because even though
people may say it

will not

a^ffect,

ifyou think about it, it probably...it

could, it could anyway. So I think it helped not knowing, but I had thought
about that, could I grve this man as good a service, be as compassionate as

I could be to somebody that had not committed crimes. And, honestly, I
felt I could do that or else I wouldn't have.
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Both George and Sam search within themselves to challenge their own beliefs and
stereotypes about prisons and prisoners. George also challenges his stereotypes

of

prisoners when asked about his expectations of a prisonsr.

Like maybe Robert DeNiro...tattooed, scraggly looking, man who did
some disgusting crime and you would think his appearance would have

reflected that ....His physical presentation kind of really surprised me, but

it wasn't really what I was expecting necessarily....and I guess I don't
know what stereoffies I had come in with but, I guess, I kind of related
him to our pastor in our church a little hit....he appeared to be a very
Ioving guy, very well kept, so it kind of puzzled me a little bit and I was
curious a little bit....
George faces what all social workers have to battle in their practice, fighting back
stereotypes that manifest themselves when the client population is unfamiliar. George

conjures up images from movies about prison life, or television images of prisoners. He is
startled when those images are dissipated quickly upon meeting the dying prisoner. Social

workers reflect the culture from which they emerge, and American culture knows sadly

little about real prison life.
Sam, who had worked in his practice

with six to ten dying prisoners, has come to

an understanding of his personal beliefs about prisoners.

I think of prisoners as: there but for the grace of god go I. In that, many of
the men, and it has always been men, it's fairly easy to see how things went
down the toilet with their lives....so I have some compassion for them, in
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just, you know, they are somebody's kid, they were a normal kid at one
point.
Sam looks deeply within himself

to discover his compassion to work with

a

disenfranchised group. Sam later talks about how he has been affected by the experience

of dying prisoners. Though he no longer works with this population, he still volunteers at
the prisons once a month to teach meditation.
Clearly, Sam speaks to howHarris (1984) describes social workers working with
prisoners: "The role of playing cop should be objectionable behavior for a social worker in
prison. Certainly objecting to a prisoner's criminal behavior is acceptable, but to sit in

judgment of a prisoner is not acceptable."
Particularly someone who has done some violent assaults, you know, you
have responsibility for what you do, that's the way

it is. And that they

should be responsible for what they do. And at the same time,

it's not hard

to look at some of the lives that these folks have led and understand why
they are in prison. All of a sudden they're in the juvie system and they're

down a road that's really hard to get out
are poor....When somebody is dying or

of

and they're poor.

All of them

ill, I mean, it's not time to make

political judgments about the class of people they are.
Sam and George have both come to the place Cohn (1999) describes, where

providing end of life care is based in compassionate care, not the social biases contained in
our society. Sam is practical about his experience,

My experience is, that, you know, dyrng people are dying people in a lot of
ways.

It [prison] definitely adds to their
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stress.

George finally feels,

I had the option to remove myself if I didn't feel comfortable, but I wanted
to do it. Only because I felt I could be impartial and unbiased.
In social work practice, the needs of the client must outweigh personal biases and
stereotypes. George understands his limitations, but his need to be present to the dyrng

prisoner outweighed his reservations.

Connecting to Resources (Linking)
The resources that George and Sam employ differ, as they arrive in the prison
setting for different reasons. George works in the environment of a hospice team

providing service to a prison. Sam provides senrice to a prisoner in a hospital setting. Both
social workers need to know corrections, medical delivery systems, and community
resources.

Ivanhofl Smyth and Finnegan (1993) state that the function of linking

incarcerated individuals with their community ties is a critical role of social workers.

Mahon (1999) recognizes the hospice social worker's role as both a team member and the
person who bridges the two worlds of incarceration and community

Throughout the interview with Sam, he talks about the many links he provided for
his dying prisoners and the community He describes when he helped an inmate marry.

He and his wife had been together for 15 years and had thought about

getting married. They had a license for quite some time.... As it became
apparent that his days were extremely numhered, they decided to get

married before he died, and we arranged to have the hospital chaplain
marry them, and 24 hours later he died.
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Sam also tells ahout his involvement in helping a dyrng prisoner be released from prison to

die. Although a physician handled the paperwork for the State of Minnesota to make it

official,
.

...preffy much most everything else fell to me; talking with the parole

officer, the family, kind of negotiating out the detail of what is going to
happen, where is he going to go, what kind of medical services are going to
be provided, how they

will be delivered, what home care while

he was

home.
Sam's knowledge as a hospital social worker enabled him to find these resources.

The difficulty for Sam was not being present when the negotiations for release were
implemented. The parole officer helped hirn understand the conditions of release, yet Sam
feels he was

'the key player or major player once we got permission to get him out."

Sam helped another dying prisoner when released from prison

with

a nursing home

placement:
.

...the one went to a nursing home; he was released from prison when he

went to a nursing home. He was in the hospital, we obtained permission for
him to be set free, if you will. He was free, and only lived five days.
Sam relates how nursing home social workers are helpful in placing prisoners, he
has relied on them

for resources and knowledge. Griffin and Rohrer (1994) tell social

workers to be prepared for discharge planning on the inmate. Sam has worked to become
very familiar with community resources.
Sam also needed

to activate insurance for the dying prisoners:
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AII of them either had been on medisal assistance before hand, because
they were viewed as disabled, and that was simply reactivating when they

got out, or they did not have it before, and we did the appropriate
paperwork and got them on medical assistance right away. Otherwise the
prison paid for the healthcare within the hospital [for a prisoner not
released to community].

Griffin and Rohrer (1994) expect social workers to be familiar with Medicaid and
Medicare for the released prisoner. Sam feels he knows the insurance aspects of all his
clients well, as a hospital social worker needs insurance knowledge to maneuver

throughout the healthcare systems.
When asked if he were the sole social worker dealing with the prison, Sam
responded:
There would not be like a second social worker. With the fellow who went

to the nursing home I looped in that social worker, who usually is the
person that does the admissions.

In a study done by Klug, Ekerdt and \Milkinson (1999), they suggest that social
workers become familiar with funeral arrangements. Sam talks about the funeral
arrangements for the dead prisoners.

Maybe the family has no money and can't bury them and so the county has
some senrices and that is really just a referral connection piece that you

do...a pretty sensitive piece so you have to kind of handle it well. It's more
than just, here's the number to call you need to connect with them and run

around with the service and be very sensitive to their needs. Funeral
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directors are stunningly helpful. They [funeral directors] know their jobs,
they know how to get people across state lines. . . .
Once again Sam is comfortable asking for advice from the community when

it

comes to resources for families and clients. Sam views his social work practice with dyrng

prisoners in these terms,
Prisoners just have a different set [of barriers], they're harder [in their
schema], they have fewer resources" But when you approach it,

I think,

from a social work perspective, you meet them where they're at. If you
keep that in mind,

it's not that hard.

Sam understands how social workers might approach the prisoner from a strengths

perspective (Rusnack, 1990). Sam also uses his knowledge on assessing the prisoner to
understand the environment in which prisoners experienced in their lives. Sam would
agree

with Hairston (1998) when making this statement, depicting the barriers the majority

of prisoners face: low economic status, low levels of education and issues of racism.
George's story of being a hospice social worker in a prison setting highlights
another aspect of connecting or linking services. The team approach to hospice, as
referred to in Chapter Two, is challenging to maneuver when in a correctional setting" The

National Prison Hospice Association's guidelines (1999) suggest that in order for hospice

to succeed in prisons, it is vital to leave matters of procedures and policies to the
corrections stafi and palliative decisions to the medical profession. George's hospice team
was the first in this prison. His story is filled with first time experiences which highlight the

negotiations between the two systems" George senses that the dying prisoner is not
attended to very often,
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...

.there was a kind of stickler with the prison system. One thing that [the

hospice rurse and

I picked up on and I'm not

sure that [hospice nurse]

would probably agree with me on this, not everybody in the prison system
who was caring for him, but some, had attached a stigma to him, that we
were picking up on, that transferred I think, over to the way they cared for
him a liule bit and what rules they [prison] were setting for hirn, a little bit.
George and the hospice nurse's assumptions were heightened on several visits by
the nurse and daughter. The prisoner lay in his own feces many times, the nurse and the
daughter worked with the infirmary nurse to a least put adult diapers on the patient.

Dubler (1998) sees this as the 'tonfine and punish" model running contrary to the
"diagnose and comfort" model. Mahon (1999) states that correctional facilities have
contradictions with caring and compassion of caregivers of the dying.
Hospices rely on each team member to provide resources for the dying client.
Hospice teams are comprised of the medical director, a nurse, home health aides, social

workers, spiritual caregivers, music therapists, and massage therapists (Maull, 1998). The
linking of team members was hindered with the special logistics of delivering care to a
dying prisoner. George talks about each time he went out to the prison.

I think

a

hig part of the process is that a week in advance, when you tell

them that you are going to come, you have to give them your social
security numbeq your driver license number, and they do a background
check initially, and then when you come again,

gling them that

information again; I think they just have to make sure that nothing has
happened in that time.
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George comments on how hospice and corrections maneuvered to provide care in
a correctional setting. Each member of the team goes through this process, and George
understands how corrections needed to be cautious. Hasenfeld (1992), describes

corrections as a model for rationaUlegaUnon-adaptive organization, and its authority high,
formalized, and hierarchical. George's experience as a hospice social worker is based in an
open system where the client is the trajectory of service (Hasenfeld, 1992). Linking
services to the dying prisoner is difficult when these

two systems oppose each other.

George mentions the many times that prison rules outweighed hospice senrices.
The prison didn't appear to be real accepting of all the extra visits that he
could get, for example the social worker fthe prison only thought a nurse
should do the visits]. The nurse made it quite clear that it is mandatory for
a social worker to do a psychosocial [evaluation of the prisoner].

....also they had extreme reservation about one of our chaplains coming in.
This was only an issue because I explained the progftrm to the prisoner and
he was interested in visiting

with our chaplain. Eventually, they

[corrections] approved a visit by our chaplain. They [corrections] said they
have their own spiritual support.

In an article from Health consultants (1999), the author explains that hospices
entering the prison setting for the first time might need to coordinate services. Spiritual
leaders ofhospices might need to review end of life issues with existing chaplains in the

prisons. Training of prison personnel about end of life could take place on visits hy
hospice team members.
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George understands how important the team approach affects hospice services. In
hospice each patient is "rounded" on a regular basis. Rounds are meant to bring all team
members together to discuss aspects of the dying clients and their support systems in a

multi-disciplinary arena. It is in this environment that George and his nurse were able to
discuss some of the issues of working in a prison. George felt the hospice team needed to

know that things wers fine, since this was their first time in a prison setting.
We rounded him the same as we would any client. We talked about him
and the issues that faced him, like we would

with any patient and family.

We talked about what our concerns were with his care by the nurses

fprison]. You know, a lot of the other staffwere looking at the nurse and
as, you know, like-how's

I

it going? How are you doing? I think we were

probably two of the best, I think we fnurse and social worker] were two
good people to go out and do this, I think we were two very open people.
We weren't going to be shook by a lot and for people
able

to

see us, we were

to come back and share our experiences very calmly and not be

rataled, and I think it was good for the program also.

Maull (1998) stresses the expectations of social workers in the hospice and prison
environment. George embodies what Maull (1998) describes as the overseer of the
emotional, social and bereavement response to a terminal illness, and the responses from
hospice

stafl correctional personnel, dyrng prisoners and their

families.

George's first time experience highlights the difficulty in mergrng two systems, one
open (hospice) and one closed (prison). This merging is like the forging of a chain. At

first, the chain is unlinked, each individual circle of iron lies in a row waiting for the tools
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to make it a chain. Pieces of corrections stafr hospice, dying prisoners and their families,
hospitals, nursing homes, funeral directors, and home care agencies, all wait to be forged

into a chain of service by the linkmaker of the social worker.
Connecting Families and Dying Prisoners
The incarc,eration of a family member affects the structure of that family (King,
1993). Family relationships can deteriorate ifthe incarceration ofthe family member, in
this research dying male prisoners, is lengthy (Hairston, 1991). When social workers seek

to reunify families and prisoners, they should view this from an ecological and a strengths
perspective (Carlson & Cervera,

l99l). The reunification offamilies and the dying

prisoner was very important to Sam and George. Sam follows this philosophy, which helps
him understand the importance of having family around when you die.
..

..my experience is that, you know, dying people are dying people in a lot

of ways. That being a dying prisoner and not being able to be around your
loved ones, not being able to touch them, not having anything the way you

like it, that's pretty stressful and that does not help your dying experience
at all.
Sam struggles with the category of dyrng prisoner. He views this person as
someone who is facing a difficult time that eventually we all must face. The dying prisoner
is no different than any other person approaching death.

All want comfort and peace at

death, and trying to make that happen is difficult, even more so when incarceration is

involved. In Sam's experience as a hospital social worker who worked with prisoners, he
was acquainted with a particular prisoner fbr many years. When Sam found out that this
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prisoner was facing death, he and many hospital staffworked on getting him an early
release. Sam wanted this prisoner to be around family.
..

..we got him out three weeks before he died and he was able to, actually

leave the hospital and spent time with his mother, his brothers, his then
fiance. He ended ,rp coming into the hospital,

I would say, four or five

days

before he died, then rapidly declined and passed away here [in the hospital],
surrounded by his family, which was a social work goal

I had, early on,

when it became apparent that his death was going to occur, was that his
mother, in particular, his 75 year old mother, could be near him. Her more
than anyone. She had come to visit him while he was in our [hospital]
prison unit, we have a lockup of maximum security unit, and there was her
son, who was [age] and on the other side

of a?l/Z inch thick bullet proof

glass; basically in prison because he had done a property kind of crime. She

couldn't touch him, so I found that very moving, it just didn't $eem okalr
that somebody with that kind of crime [property] should die in prison.
Sam understands that the criminal who poses a threat

to public safety will have

movement restricted by the correctional administration, even if dying. Sam specifically

worked with prisons for four years, through a grant from the Federal government, to help
establish criteria for early released dying prisoners. Sam became familiar with issues

surrounding families and early released dying prisoners. When trying to find family to
release a prisoner

to, Sam comments:

They [families] disown them, you know, they lose track and they
[prisoners] are gone so long that
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..

.you know, families move too, lots of'

transient families. A lot of prisoners are from low economic backgrounds,
and a lot of those folks move,

it [incarceration] is hard on thern.

Estrin (1995) talks about what Sam experienced when trying to connect families
who have not maintained contact over the years of incarceration. If families have not
maintained a strong relationship over the years and are suddenly asked to provide care for
the dying inmate, this can create unspoken anger and resentment. Sam did have another
success of connecting another dyrng prisoner

with a family member;

The daughter cameup from [city], and was actually just able to spend $ome
quality time with her father. She stayed at the nursing home for actually
part of the time, sort of bunked in, if you will. The nursing home staffwere

teffic.
Sam found himself trying

to connect the disconnected. He knew of only two cases where

families were involved in the final moments of a dying prisoner. Sam performed his social

work role, assessing for medical needs, caregiver issues, transportation, and the economic
health of the entire united family (Johnson, Lauderdale

& Selber, 1998) and the needs of

the released prisoner.
Sam learned a valuable lesson about himself as a social worker trying too hard
a dying prisoner who was angry up

with

until the moment of his death. Sam was trying to help

him accept the impending death;
".

..amanngly enough, (he) didn't really believe he was going to die, ev€n

though he had lost 50 pounds in the last several weeks of his life, and
looked aurfill, and when I saw him during his last duy, he was extremely
weak and parched and not feeling well and just feeling terrible and having
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known hirn, I asked hinr, and was kind of taken back by how awful he
looked, and I asked him, now how are you doing with this? Meaning

of

cours€ this situation, and kind of wondering if there was something that

I

could do, thinking of a chaplain or a priest, is there sornething I can do,
that was what was behind my question. I asked him, "how are you doing"?
he said something

I couldn't

hear him.

I got down

and

I got about an inch

away from his mouth because his voice was kind of gone and he was weak,
and he said

"I'm fuckitrg dying, how in the fuck

do you think

I am fucking

doing"? thosr were his last words to me.
Sam continues his personal revelations about how social work is always trying to

help, in sensitive ways. This dyrng prisoner wanted to be left in his anger, and a social

worker wasn't going to change that for anything. What it illustrates for this research is
how cultural theory plays out in the work with prisoners. King (1997) would classifr Sam
as the egalitarian

who believes that life is lived by veluntary association, whereby everyone

is equal and decisisns are r+ached by coft$erlsus. The dyrns prisoner is the fatalist, who
feels powerless over the control of his life, his world is unpredictable, and he is indifferent

to leaders because one

is

just

as bad as the others. Sam and the dying prisoner are

viewing

the death from perspectives of a life lived. Sam without confinement, free to roam. The
dying inmate's world in csnfinernent and filled with the anger of a lift lost.
The inmate could have faced what Maier, Bertram and Strphens (1991) describe
when those who have not been used to an open and caring setting find it stressful to be in
that kind sf environment. Sam's experience with this particular inmateemphasizes the
complexities of dying inmate and the universality of human experiencing death.
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Creorge's experience through hospicc in the prison setting made connections to the

dying prisoner's family ttrough the stsries the prisoner told of his family. Creorge talks
about the first visit, obtaining a psychosocial assessmeril;

I looked around to

see what he had

for personal stufl tried to immediately

take in what he had for family or csnnections. I wanted to know who his
zupport system was, did he have friends within the prisons, did he (have)
family who w€r€ coming to visit him, and I know we kind of got
sonle topics of his

I know

offsn

family [George is trying to recollect his memory], what

is that he had a daughter that had stayed pretty connected to him

and would visit him and more so now that he was sick. He was divorced.

His wife, I don't beliew was still connected to him. I believe his mother
though, still was. He did have a son but he would not come visit, he just
kind of quit from his dad. We talked about hsw he felt about his son not
visiting with hirn.
George is performing advocacy theory according to Rose (1990), wherein the

practitioner encourag€s clients to discuss their life's meaning to inform the worker of their
complex nature. The conversation continued with George and the dying prisoner The
dying prisoner talks about his family history, and how he struggles to make sense of his
dying situation, resolving family disconnectisn:
So I went

I went into it a little bit, well about writing things to

therrU about

how he feels and he said that his daughter would probably appreciate that
but his son would find no value in that right now. So we talked

a

little bit

about how his son may not find it very important right now and maybe he
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would never look at anything that he wrote to hinr, but maybe in five,
maybe ten years, maybe

ffieen years, his son would have enough interest

or have courage enough to open that letter to see what he had to say.
George continues with the story by telling us that he only saw the prisoner for one

visit, and never knew if the prisoner wrote that letter. George was clearly implementing
what the guidelines of the social worker are from the NPHA (1999), overseeing the
emotional and social consequences of the terminal illness. George was hoping to continue
the discussions with the prisoner.
He [prisoner] enjoyed talking about his family. I asked him, because I only
wanted to come back and visit
asked him;

a"re

if

he wanted me

to, and I asked him that, I

you interested fin George coming back]? What he wrote

was something to the effect that
enjoyed my visit because

I really

I really

gave him peace of mind. He really

made him feel very peaceful. That's what

he said, peaceful.
The visit didn't happen, the correctional personnel felt that too many people were

making visits. The prison only felt a need for the hospice nurse. The daughter requested
more visit time once hospice had contacted her per her father's request.
.. . .at

first they [prison] were pretty open to letting his daughter visiting him

on a weekly basis or something like, but as he was getting sicker, the
prison really fought her coming out to visit more than one time a week, she
wanted to come more often.

I don't know what the rules were, but she

wanted an exception made. They [daughter and hospice nurseJ had to go
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through quite a process to get that approved and I think they did in the
end.

The closed system limits freedoms, mobility and privileges. Also, closed systems
are tense and rigid, governed by rules and social climates that are meant to intimidate, and

lack social stimulation (Wright, 1993). The open system of hospice and closed system

of

prison were clashing over the connection to family. George did leave messages for the
daughter, but she never returned his phone calls. The hospice nurse and the daughter
spoke often, George feels that the daughter knew who to ally with to get something done.

George felt disconnected from his client (the dying prisoner) and his team
experience (only hospice nurse allowed), while tryrng to connect family to his client, via a

Ietter to the $on or more visit for the daughter. Severson (1999) refers to this experience
as a ethical dilemma, the social

worker advocating for many clients, the prisoner, the

family, the prison, and the hospice.
George is left with wondering doubts about the connections he made during this
experience, he repeats throughout the interview this is a first for his hospice. Yet, he is left

with a disconnected feeling about his client.

I guess I wondered what he was thinking

and truly wondered

if he died

with any more peace than before we became involved. I think it was real
beneficial for him to have his daughter, who was so involved. She was truly
his advocate there. We were able to help with his pain and make sure that
he died with probably a lot less pain than he would have, he probably got

better care. Whereas, as far as the social emotional piece, I don't know,
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I

feel disappointed that we were not able to meet that second time, that was

kind of a blown opportunity.
George ponders, as all hospice social workers do when working with the dying,
was it a good death? Resolving that question is intermingled with the sacred. As Lincoln
(1995), tells us, the spiritual, or sacred side of science emerges from a profound concern

for human dignity, justice and interpersonal respect. George does not give up hope on this
one experience, he believes things

will get better.

I think that [hospice helping the stafi] is what sold them on our program,
oh here someone that can come out and take care of these people and

I

think that allowed us a lot of leverage.
George leaves open the possibilrty of hospice and corrections being able to connect
services with a willingness of openness. Severson (1994), suggests that the social worker
is the person who can help the institutions (hospice and prisons) assist with policy and

procedure change to move in a direction of positive and progressive directions. George is
encouraged that the prison system was willing to listen and adapt to a new healthcare

delivery.
Death knows no obstacles. Death does not have a schedule, and making
connections for George and Sam is

slow. In the brief time left, George and Sam try to

make the connections for the dying prisoners. The families and dying prisoners have
become disconnected over

time. The prison walls disconnect the dying prisoner from

society, but death knows no walls, no obstacles. It is the final connector to all living
beings.
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Summary

When George and Sam connect with themselves, link resources and connect and
disconnect with families, their experience in social work practice with dying prisoners

gives a sense of fulfillment.

Implications for Practice
This research encourages social workers to explore hermeneutics as a tool to

interpret stories. Social workers search daily in their practice for meaning to clients' lives,
and hermeneutics can help in discovering the world of interpretation. Scott (1989) believes

that social workers have long practiced naturalistic inquiry, but in a linear woy, through
assessment. The mutual stories

of social work practice are enriching to our profession.

Multiple meanings are derived from the stories, and frnding the common theme that
threads throughout the stories helps our clients understand their world and social work.

Hermeneutic inquiry is never meant to replace the foundation of theory in research.
Theory illuminates and obscures at the $ame time the researcher's lens (Scott, 1989). The
question that drives hermeneutic research asks: what is the relationship between the

knower or would-be knower and what can be known? (Heron, 1997) Here, the
participants (the knowers of social work practice), and I (the would-be knower), together
unfolded new meaning of social work practice with dying prisoners.
Sam, in his concluding statement, made

it

clear that he received no training in his

graduate or undergraduate level to work with prisoners or prison personnel.
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Doing therapy at the time [graduate school] was overemphasized.
systems things and how to

..

the

work in prison, and hospitals and organizational

politics, much more emphasis needs to be placed on that.
This research supports that statement. Severson (1999) encourages schools

of

social work to include prison or jail setting practice into their curriculum. Mutual
understandings between corrections and social work practice on how to serve prisoners
and their families and protect public safety should be ongoing.
Social workers who work with dyrng prisoners and their families should have a

knowledge ofthe complex issues that arise around grief and loss. Knowing the resources
available to families, dying prisoners, healthcare and corrections is crucial

to social work

practice. Support for soeial workers who work with prisoners and their families could be
implemented, such as one-on-one sessions with a licensed clinical social worker to help
proc,ess the emotions that might arise working

with dying prisoners.

George doesn't recall a formal training for his hospice in the prison setting. He
talks about knowing guidelines that the prison had sent to the hospice, but there was no

training for the staff on what to expect or how to practice in the prison sefiing. This was
the first experience for members of the hospice team, and they knew little about hospice
services in the prison. This research adds to that knowledge base for hospices in the prison
setting.
Social workers might want to explore working with families and bereavement

around dying prisoners. The disconnection that families of prisoners feel from society and

their loved one is barely acknowledged.

6l

The research of dying prisoners is not meant to politicize the rights or lack

of

rights of dying prisoners and their families. This research is focused on informing fellow
social workers on what to expect

if they find themselves in the situation of practicing in

the prison setting or with an early released dying prisoner. The preamble of social work
code of ethics states, "The primary mission ofthe social work profession is to enhance
human well being and help meet the basie needs of all people, with particular attention to

the needs of the needs and empowerment of people who are vulnerable, oppressed and

living in poverty" (p.1). The inclusive word "all" people includes dying prisoners.

Limitation of Research
This research only interviewed male social workers and their experience with male
dying prisoners. The sample population was small for this research. The lack

of

interviewing skills was apparent to this researcher, which could have been a limitation. To
better understand the hospice team experience, interviewing a nurse or chaplain might
have been useful.

Further Research
The field of research for social work practice and dying prisoners is wide open to
anyone who has an interest. The limitation of the research wilt always be, understandably,

the interviewing of the prisoner. The stories of hospices working in the prison setting
should he drawn out for research. Social work practice with families of prisoners could be
researched.
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Interviewing social workers who have worked with female prisoners would further
expand this field of research. furother perspective would be researching the issues that

prison persorurel have around end of life. Interviews with corrections administration might
provide great insights surrounding the aglng prison population. Providing a historical

viewpoint of American prisons and the dying prisoner could be beneficial. Another areil
of research would be investigating the experiences of adult children of incarcerated parents
who are dying in prisons.
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Appendix B
TNTERYIEW QUESTIONS
ASKED BY RESEARCHER

Tell me what is was like to work with a dyrng prisoner, from both your personal
experience and your social work practice?

Prompting queues:

Could you elaborate on that
Can you tell me more about that experience.

Could you be more specific.

How did you feel about that.
Can you identifu further
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This research study includes ssnsitive and confidential

information about individuals and institutions. This information is
shared with you confidentially for the purposes of being
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interviews.
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Appendix D
lontraband

'
.

Department of Corrections Procedures

Weapons @isplay of contraband weapons).
Money (Explain the problems of inmates having money).
Mood altering chemicals and paraphernalia (Prescription drugs, expiration dates, and contaband
illegal drugs).
Escape Materials @xamples such as forgery papers pertaining to release, altered clothing, etc.).
Anything an inmate can't buy through the canteen, special order vendors, or is not state issued is
contraband.
You are not to bring 4gy item in or out for an inmate. Failure to comply may result in immediate
discharge.
Any item brought in by stalf for an inmate or an inmates use is considered contraband.

rtroduction of contraband is a felony of 0- t 0 years
'ourself

(I\fl{

Statute).

& Your Possessionfi

You must have your current home telephone number in master control any change in telephone
number or address must be reported imrnediately.
Everyone entering the institution is subject to a pat or strip search.
Prescription Drugs must be left in a vehicle or at the lst Turnkey.
Do not carry large amounts of money.
No guns or alcohol should be kept in your vehicle while on state property. Also, no alcohol or
controlled substance can be consumed at all while working on State grounds.
Vehicles must be parked in appropriate lot and locked.
Employees are responsible for control of their tools (teaching materials, any hardware not issued,
etc.) at all times.
You must not consume alcoholic beverages or be under the influence ofany contolled substance
prior to reporting to duty. If you're found to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs, you will
be relieved from duty and maybe subject to disciplinary action up to and including discharge.
No tobacco or tobacco products are allowed inside MCF/STW. This includes lighters, cigar
papers, etc. but not limited to these items.
mergencles

-

In the event ofan emergency do as directed by Security Staff. (Question actions later ifneeded or
if curious).
FIRE & EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER IS 244
Report all suspicious behavior and situations that appear out of the ordinary to your supervisor
and the Watch Commander as necessary.
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Hostage & Riot Situations
a. MCF-ST'W has nained personnel for these situations.

b. Staycalm
c. Do as instructed by hostage
d.
e.

f.

takers, but do not volunteer or assist them.
The departnrent of Conections has an excellent record ofnegotiations and there has never
been an employee slain in an institution disturbance.
No inmate will be released because they have taken a hostage.
If the Warden, Associate Warden's, Captain, etc. are taken hostage, they lose authority and
rank and any directives given by them to open doors, gates, etc. will not be obeyed.

:latiopships With Inmates

Maintain a professional working attitude.
No physical or verbal abuse of inmates is allowed.
Do not threaten inmates or allow an inmate to threaten you.
Accepting gifts from inmates is not allowed.
Do not give inmates money (MSI).
Be consistent and fair when dealing with inmates.
Do not practice racial ethic origin or religious discrimination.
Do not have personal contact with inmates or their families outside the work place, this includes
telephone conversations. Report immediately any inappropriate contact by hmates to your
supervisor.
Do not discuss your personal life with inmates, home location, husband, wife, children, finances,
hangouts, cars. It's none of their business and you could be setting yourself up.
Do not put your hands on an inmate untess in self-defense or taking an inmatJunder contol. Use
only the amount of force necessary. Be friendly, but remain professionally tiendly.
enerql

Telephones are state property, and use for personal business is to be kept to a minimum.
No one is authorized to report information to the news media without authorization from the
Warden's office.

Confidential information such as situations that occur at MCF-STW, inmate medical information,
incidenB, etc., should not be discussed in an open forum.
All stale emoloyees are required to read the Emergency Response Maoual raained in Master
Contol at the lst Turnkey. By signing this form you agree to comply with this requirement and
acknowledge all the information given to you on this form.
The counting of inmates under your supervision is one of the most important duties you will have.
It must be done error free. Ifthere are any discrepancies in your count it must be reportcd to the
Watch Corrrmander immediately.
have reeeived orientation on the above subjects.
t

raining file
ied

ry
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